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In this article we introduce an invariant of a field F, the Brauer monoid. 
The elements of this monoid are based on certain F-central finite dimensional 
algebras, the “strongly primary” algebras over F, which are more general 
than central simple F-algebras. Under a suitable equivalence relation and 
product the classes of these algebras form a monoid, denoted M(F). The 
group of invertible elements of this monoid is the Brauer group of F. 
This article is based on ideas first introduced by Sweedler in [6] and later 
developed and extended by Sweedler, Larsen and the present author in [ 2. 3 1. 
In these articles a cohomology theory was introduced which generalizes the 
usual Galois and Amitsur cohomology theories. In Section 2 of this article it 
is shown that these new cohomology monoids play the same role for the 
Brauer monoid as the usual cohomology groups play for the Brauer group; 
that is, a given cohomology monoid M’(Gal(K/F), K). for K a finite Galois 
extension of F, is isomorphic to the submonoid of elements of M(F) that are 
split by K in a suitable sense. 
In the first section we define strongly primary algebras, examine their 
properties, and construct the monoid. In the second section we show the 
connection with cohomology. In the third section we begin a dissection of 
the Brauer monoid of F and show in particular that it is the union of the 
groups M,(F), where for each idempotent E in M(F) we let 
M,(F)= (XEM(F)IXE=E and XY=E for some YEA-f(F)}. As in [2] 
we classify the possible idempotents and show that associated to each one is 
a finite graph. Moreover we state a result (proved in Section 4) that 
determines M,(F) in the case where the associated graph is a tree. At the end 
of Section 3 we present some examples. 
We work throughout over a fixed base field F. Unlabelled tensors are over 
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this field. All algebras are finite dimensional over F. The reference Haile et 
al. [2] will be denoted HLS. 
The author welcomes this opportunity to thank Moss Sweedler for many 
conversations on this and related subjects. 
1. STRONGLY PRIMARY ALGEBRAS AND 
THE DEFINITION OF THE MONOID 
In this section we introduce and examine the elements making up the 
monoid. We begin with an extension of the notion of normality. The base 
field F is fixed throughout the discussion. 
DEFINITION 1.1 Let L/F be a (finite) separable extension. A central 
simple L-algebra B is called normal over F if each of the simple components 
of the (semi-simple) algebra B 6~~ B” is a full matrix algebra over the center 
of that component. 
If L/F is Galois then this definition is equivalent to the usual notion of 
normality (that every F-automorphism of L can be extended to an 
automorphism of B. See HLS, Lemma 10.2). 
We now introduce the main objects of study. Recall that a faithful module 
over a ring is called minimally faithful if no proper submodule is faithful. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An F-algebra A is called strongly primary over F if the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) If J= radical of A, then A/J is separable, simple, and normal 
over F. 
(2) If A = B @ J is a principal splitting for A, then A is minimally 
faithful as a left B @P B”-module under the canonical action (that is, 
(b @ d”) a = bad for all b, d E B, a E A). 
Remark. If A satisfies condition (l), then A has a principal splitting so 
condition (2) makes sense. Also since the possible simple components of A 
are conjugate, condition (2) is true for all principal splittings if it is true for 
one. 
EXAMPLES. (1) If A is F-central simple, then A is strongly primary 
over F. 
(2) If A = C[Xj/(X’), where x(x = Ex for all a E C and x is an 
indeterminate, then A is strongly primary over I?. 
(3) Let L/F be a separable extension. Let B be a central simple L- 
algebra that is normal over F. Let M be a B OF B”-module such that B 0 M 
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is minimally faithful over B OF B”. If B @ M is given an algebra structure by 
setting M* = 0 and using the B OF B” structure on M, then B @ M is 
strongly primary over F. 
(4) If K/F is Galois and F: G x G + K is a cosickle, then the crossed 
product algebra A, is strongly primary over F (see Proposition 2.3 and the 
discussion preceding it for the definition of cosickle and the proof of this 
result). 
We proceed to derive some properties of strongly primary algebras. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If A is strongly primary ouer F. then the center of A 
is F. 
Proo$ Let A = B @J be a principal splitting of A. We first show 
Z(A) c B: Let b +j E Z(A), b E B.j E J. Assume b +j # 0. Then B(b +j) is 
a non-zero B 0, B” submodule of A and the canonical map B + B(b +j) is a 
B OF B”-module homomorphism. Since B is irreducible the map is an 
isomorphism. But A is minimally faithful over B @B” so each irreducible 
module for B @ B” occurs exactly once. Hence B = B(b t-j), so j = 0. This 
proves Z(A) c B. 
Now let b E Z(A). Then the element b @ 1 - 1 @ b” E B 0, B” annihilates 
A. Hence b @ 1 - 1 @ b” = 0, so b E F. 1 
If A4 is an A-module and r E Zt, let r(M) denote M@ .a+ 0 M. The next 
result gives a useful criterion for checking whether an algebra is strongly 
primary. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A be an F-algebra with principal splitting B 0 J, 
where B is simple with center L and L/F is separable. Then A is strongly 
primary ocer F ifand only ifA zLgr n*(L @L), where n’ = [B : L]. 
Proof: Let F be an algebraic closure of F containing L. Let c,, a2 ,..., crk 
be the distinct imbeddings of L into E Under the hypotheses of the 
proposition, we haveZ(B@B’)=L@LzL,@L,@...@L,, whereL,= 
o,(L) L E I? Hence B @ B” 2 Cf= I (B OL Li) OLi (Liu. @L B”) is the decom- 
position of B @ B” into its simple components. T$e ith component has 
dimension n4 over Li. 
Now assume A is strongly primary over F. Then B is F-normal, so each of 
the k components is a full matrix algebra. Hence an irreducible module for 
the ith component is isomorphic over Li to n*(L,). Thus a minimally faithful 
B~B”modu1eisisomorphicoverL~Lton’L,~~~~~n*L,~n*(L~L). 
Conversely, assume A zL8,r n’(L @L). Then in particular A is a faithful 
L @ L-module, so since L 0 L = Z(B @ B”) and B @ B” is semisimple, it 
follows that A is faithful as a B @ B”-module. Using the decomposition given 
above, we see then that n*(L,) must be a faithful module over the ith 
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component of B @ B’. Since this component has dimension n’ over Li, it 
follows that the ith component is split over Li. Hence B is normal over F 
and A is minimally faithful over B @ B”. I 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let A be strongly primary ouer F. A = B @J a prin- 
cipal splitting. If L = Z(B), then B is the centralizer of L in A. 
Proof: Let e be the minimal idempotent in L @ L such that e( 1 @ I) = 
e(l@ 1) for all I E L. The centralizer of L in A is the homogeneous 
component in the L 0 L decompotision of A corresponding to this idem- 
potent e. By the proposition this component has dimension n’ over L, where 
n’ = [B : L]. Since B centralizes L. we get the desired conclusion. 1 
For the properties of primary algebras used in the next proposition and its 
corollary, see [5, p. 56-591. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let A be a primacy algebra rcvith a principal splitting 
A = B @J. Let L = Z(B) and assume L/F is separable. If A is strongly 
primary ouer F, then A @ M,(F) is strongly primary otyer F for all r. If 
A @ M,(F) is strongly primary over F for some r, then A is strongl?? primary 
over F. 
Proof. We have A @ M,(F) = B 0 M,(F) @ J @ M,(F) = B al- M,(L) @ 
J@ M,(F) and this is a principal splitting for A @ M,(F). 
Assume A is strongly primary over F. By Proposition 1.4. A zI. g,r. 
n’(L @L), where n2 = [B : L]. Hence A @ M,(F) &%, n’(L 0 L) @ 
M,(F) gLoL (nr)’ (L @ L). Since [B Or M,(L) : L ] = (nr): we see by 
Proposition 1.4 that A @ M,(F) is strongly primary over F. 
Now assume A @M,(F) is strongly primary over F for some r. 
Decompose A as an L @ L-module, where L @ L = L, @ . . . @ L, as usual. 
We have A ?.Lr”L n,L, @ nzLz@ ... @ nkL, for some n,, n, ,..., nk. Then 
A 0 M,(F) z.LoL n,r’L, @ n,r’L, @ ... @ n/L,. Since A @M,(F) is 
strongly primary over F, it is isomorphic as an L @L-module to 
(nr)’ (L @ L). Hence ni = n2 for all i and so A is strongly primary over F by 
Proposition 1.4. fl 
If A is a primary algebra then A is isomorphic to M,(D) for some 
completely primary algebra D and the algebra D is determined up to inner 
automorphism of A. We have then the following consequence of the 
proposition. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let A be a primary F-alebra. Then A is strongly 
primary over F if and only if its completely primary part is strong@ primary 
ouer F. 1 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. Let A,, A? be strongly primary algebras over F ksith 
principal splittings Ai = Bi @ Ji, i = 1, 2. Let Li = Z(Bi). Let e be any 
minimal idempotent in L , @ L, . Then e(A , @ A:) e is strongly primary over 
F (iden@ed kth eF). 
ProojI We have Ai zLioLi ni(L, @ L,), where nf = [Bj : L;], i = 1, 2. 
Hence A,OAz~nn:(L,OL,)On:(L,OLz)~(n,nz)’ (L,@L,@L,@L2), 
where the isomorphisms are as L, @ L, @ Lz @ LZ-modules. It follows that 
A,0Az~(n,n2)‘(L,0LzOL,0Lz) as L,@L2@L,0Lz-modules, 
where the actions are the canonical ones. Now let e E L, @ Lz be a mini- 
mal idempotent. Then e(A,@Az)e=(e@e).A,@Az. where e@eE 
CL, 0 Lz) 0 CL, 0 Lz). Thus e(A, 0 A2)e z (n,n,)’ (e(L, $3 Lz) 0 
e(L,@L:)) as e(L,@Lz)@e(L,@Lz)-modules. Since e(B,@B,)e@ 
e(B @ J2 + J, @ B2 + J, 0 Jl)e is a principal splitting for e(A, @ A2)er we 
infer from Proposition 1.4 that e(A, @ A,)e is strongly primary over F. 1 
We can now describe the Brauer monoid of F. Let F be a fixed algebraic 
closure of F and let FY be the separable closure of F in F. Consider triples 
(A,L,@), where A is a strongly primary F-algebra, L c FS is a finite extension 
of F and q: L --t A is an F-isomorphism of L onto the center of a simple 
complement of A. Two such triples (A;, Li, pi), i = 1, 2, are called 
isomorphic if L, = Lz and there is an F-algebra isomorphism I,U: A, --) A? 
such that I@, =$2. Two triples (A;, Li, $i). i= I, 2, are called similar if 
there are positive integers r and s such that (A, @ M,(F). L,, 9,) and 
(AZ @ M,(F), L,, $2) are isomorphic (by Proposition 1.6 these are allowable 
triples). We denote the similarity class of (A. L. 0) by [A, L. $1. Note that 
any two triples in the same class involve the same extension L of F. We call 
this field the extension associated to the class. 
Given two triples (Ai, Li, gi). i = 1, 2, we define their product as follows: 
Let e be the minimal idempotent in S=q4,(L,)@@,(L,) such that (1 -e)S 
is the kernel of the canonical projection 71 of S onto L, Lz s F,. Then 
f= 711,~ is an isomorphism onto L, Lz. By Proposition 1.8. e(‘4, I@ A,)e is 
strongly primary over F, Moreover if Ai = Bj @ Ji, i = 1, 2. are principal 
splittings such that Z(B,) = $i(Li), then eS is the center of the simple 
component e(B, 0 Bz)e of e(A, @ A,)e. We define (A,, L,. 0,) (A?. L,. &) 
to be (e(A, OAz)e, L,L,, f- ‘). It is routine to verify that this product 
respects the similarity relation introduced above and is associative. Note that 
the extension associated to the product of two classes is the “natural” 
composite of the extensions of the classes. Moreover (A, L. 4) 
(M,.(F). F, id) z (A @ M,(F), L, 4) and thus the similarity class of (F. F, id) 
acts as the identity element for the product of classes. We have verified the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1.9. The set of similarity classes of triples as described aboce 
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forms a monoid under the given product. The class [F, F, id] is the identity 
element for this monoid. 1 
We will call this rnonoid the Brauer monoid of F and denote it M(F). If 
(A, L, 4) represents an invertible element of M(F), then it follows from the 
remarks on the extension associated to a product that L = F and so A is a 
central simple F-algebra. We see then that B(F), the Brauer group of F, is 
the subgroup of invertible elements of M(F). 
2. CONNECTIONS WITH COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we establish the connection between the Brauer monoid of 
F and the cohomology theory developed in HLS. As in the classical theory, 
it turns out that the cohomology monoid M2(G, K) for K/F Galois is 
isomorphic to the submonoid of elements in M(F) that are split by K, in a 
suitable sense. 
To begin let K/F be an arbitrary field extension of F. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 Let A be a strongly primary F-algebra with principal 
splitting A = B @J. Let L = Z(B) and let e be a minimal idempotent in 
L 0 K. Then e(A @ K)e is a strongly primarjl K-algebra. 
Proof: By Proposition 1.4, A qoL n2(L @L), where nz = [B : L]. Hence 
A@KzL.,o,n2(L@L@K). But L@L@Kz(L@K)@,(L@K) 
and so A 0 K %(LOKjOR,LOK, n’((L OK) OK (L OK)). Hence e(A @ K)e 
?e(L~g)~,tLOK) n’(e(L OK) OK (L @ K)). Since e(A @ K)e = e(B 0 K)e 0 
e(J@ K)e is a principal splitting for e(A @ K)e and Z(e(B 0 K)e) = 
e((L 0 K) OK (L 0 K)), we infer by Proposition 1.4 that e(A @ K)e is K- 
strongly primary. I 
Now let K & F be an extension of F. We want to define a homomorphism 
M(F) + M(K), the restriction. Let (A, L, 4) be a triple over F, A = B @ J, 
4(L) = Z(B). Let e be the minimal idempotent in 4(L) @ K corresponding to 
the composite LK E F (that is, if S = 4(L) @ K then (1 - e)S is the kernel 
of the projection rc: 4(L) @ K + LK given by @(I) @ k -+ lk). Let f = ~1,~~. 
Then 5: eS + LK is an isomorphism and eS = Z(e(B @ K)e). By the 
previous proposition e(A 0 K)e is a strongly primary K-algebra and thus 
(e(A @ K)e, LK, 5-l) is a triple over K. We define rest,,,(A, L, 4) to be 
(e(A @ K)e, LK, il-‘). It is routine to verify that this definition respects the 
similarity relation, and hence defines a map from M(F) to M(K) and that 
this map. also denoted rest,,.,-, is a monoid homomorphism. Let M(K/F) = 
rest,,\-( 1). 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let T = (K E FI K/F is Galois (finite)}. Then 
M(F) = UK c r WKIF). 
Proof: Let (A, L, $) be a triple over F. By identifying L with its image in 
A, we may assume that L c A and $ is the inclusion. Let A = B @J be the 
principal splitting with L = Z(B). Let K be a Galois extension of F 
containing L that splits B (over L). It is well known that such fields exist. 
Let e be the minimal idempotent in L @ K corresponding to LK = K as 
usual. Then e(A @ K)e is strongly primary over K and has simple part 
e(B @ K)ez M,(K), where ?I’ = [B : L]. Hence K = Z(e(B @ K)e) and so 
e(J@ K)e = 0. Then rest, .,.(A. L, 4) z (M,(K), K.id) as desired. 1 
Remark. The argument given above shows that if S c F is a field 
extension containing L then the S/F restriction of (A, L, 4) is a central 
simple S-algebra, and that it has trivial radical. 
In HLS a cohomology theory was introduced that generalizes the usual 
Galois cohomology. If K/F is Galois and G = Gal(K/F), we define a 
cosickle to be a function f: G x G + K satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) f(l.a)=f(a. l)= 1 for all aEG; 
(2) f”(r. y)f(u, ry) =f(a, r)f(ur. y) for all u, r. )’ E G. 
Notice that f is allowed to take on the value 0. Under the standard 
coboundary condition one can form cohomology classes of cosickles and 
these classes form a monoid, ilf’(G, K), using pointwise multiplication of 
cosickles. Associated to each cosicklefthere is an F-algebra A,, the crossed 
product algebra. given by A,= BoeC KS,. where x,k = u(k) x, and X,X, = 
.m. r) -Y,, * This is an associate algebra with identity. (For this and the 
following properties of these algebras, see HLS, especially Section 10). The 
algebra A, has a principal splitting A,= (OUCH Kx,) + (BoeH K-u,), where 
H= (uEG(f(u,u-‘)fO), a subgroup of G called the inertial subgroup for 
f: Moreover B,= Bee,,, Kx, is a central simple KH algebra and 
J = OdH K-x-,, is the radical of A,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If f. G x G + K is a cosickle, then Af is a strong/? 
primary F-algebra. 
ProoJ This almost follows from Theorems 10.2, 10.3 of HLS and 
Lemma 3.1 of Haile [3]. All that is left to verify is that even if K” is not 
Galois over F, the algebra Bf is still normal over F; that is, the simple 
components of B @ B” are full matrix algebras over their centers. But this 
follows easily from Lemma 3.1 of Haile [ 3 ] using a dimension argument. 1 
It is now routine to verify that there is a well defined function M’(G, K) + 
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M(F) given on cosickles by f- (A,, KH, inc.), where H is the inertial 
subgroup off: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The function described above is a rnonoid 
homomorphism and is an isomorphism of M’(G, K) onto M(K/F). 
ProoJ The verification of most of this is left to the reader. We will only 
show that the image of M’(G, K) is M(K/F). Letf: G x G -+ K be a cosickle 
and let A,= B,@ J be the corresponding crossed product algebra. Let H be 
the inertial subgroup for J Then Bf is a central simple KH-algebra with 
maximal subfield K. In particular K is a splitting field of B, and K 2 Z(B-,j. 
The argument of Proposition 2.2 now shows that rest, ,f ([A,, KH. inc. 1) = 1. 
Conversely, let x E M(K/F) and let L be its associated extension. Let 
(A, L, inc.) be in x, where A is completely primary (see the remarks after 
Corollary 2.6). Since rest,,,([A, L, inc.]) = 1, we have in particular that 
LK = K, so L s K. Let A = B @J be a principal splitting with L = Z(B). 
Then e(B @ K)e must be isomorphic to M,(K), where n’ = [B : L]. But 
e(B 0 K)e z B at K, so K splits B. It is then well known that there is a 
central simple L-algebra C in the same Brauer class as B such that K is a 
maximal subfield of C and [C : L ] = [K : L ] I. Since B is a division algebra, 
Cz B 0, M,.(L) for some r. Now consider (A @M,(F), L, inc.). The 
strongly primary F-algebra A @M,.(F) has the simple part B @I M,.(L), 
which contains K as a maximal subfield. We have A @ M,(F) z, ,E,l 
n2r2(L @L); then [A @M,.(F) : F] = [K : F]‘. But A @M,(F) is faithful as 
a K @ K module, so A @ M,(F) zKSK K @ K. Hence A 8 M,(F) is a crossed 
product algebra for some cosickle f: G x G + K and we are done. 1 
If S I> K 1 F and S/K. K/F are Galois, then as in the classical theory 
there is a homomorphism M’(G(K/F), K) + M’(G(S/F). S) called injlatiotz, 
given on cosickles by f-x where for all a, b E G(S/F), ?(a, b) =f(C,b), 
where *‘ ” denotes the canonical projection G(S/F) + G(K/F). The 
following diagram commutes: 
M’(G(S/F), S) : M(S/F) 
I inf. I inc. 
M’(G(K/F), K) 5 M(K/F) 
In particular the inflation homomorphism is injective and we have 
M(F) = U M(K/F) = lim M(K/F) z I@ M’(G(K/F). K). 
K/FGal. h.FGHI. 
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3. DECOMPOSITION OF THE MONOID 
In HLS it was shown that if K/F is Galois then the monoid M,(G, K) can 
be decomposed in the following way: If x E M,(G, K) is an idempotent, then 
there is a unique idempotent cosickle e: G x G + K (that is a cosickle taking 
on only the values 0, 1) such that e E X. Moreover if for each idempotent 
cosickle e we let Mi(G, K) = {y E M’(G, K) ]~~[e] =J’ and for some 
z E M,(G, K), yz = [e]), then Mz(G, K) is a group with identity [e] and 
M2(G, K) = Upidem Mz(G. K) (disjoint). To be more explicit, iffis a cosickle 
then g and e are cosickles, where 
da, b) =./-(a, b) ' if f(a, 6) f  0 
=o if f(a, b) = 0 
and e=fg. 
Then e is an idempotent cosickle and [f] E Mz(G, K). 
Since M(F) = U,;,,,, M(K/F) and M(K/F) sM’(G,K), the decom- 
position of the various k’(G(K/F), K) gives a decomposition of M(F): We 
have M(F) = UEidem. M,(F), where for each idempotent class E in M(F) we 
let M,(F) = (X E M(F) 1 .YE = x and for some 1’ in M(F), xq’ = E}. Moreover 
M,(F) is a group with identity E and 
where M&K/F) = M,(F) n M(K/F) and Mi(G(K/F), K) = Mi(G(K/F), K), 
where e is the unique idempotent cosickle in the class of E in M’(G, K). 
Associated to each idempotent cosickle e: G x G + K there is a partial 
ordering on the G-set G/H, where H is the inertial subgroup of e. (See HLS. 
Section 7). This partial ordering is given by the rule: if u, r E G then 
aH ,< rH if e(a, a-‘r) = 1. The coset H is the unique least element and is 
called the root of the p.o. set. This partial ordering is lower subtructitle, 
which means that if u, r E G with UH < rH then for all J’E G, 
UH < yH < rH if and only if (I- ‘yH < u-‘rH. Observe that in particular this 
says that the elements of H act as automorphisms of the p.o. set. In fact 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of idempotent cosickles 
on G x G and set of G-isomorphism classes of transitive, rooted, lower 
subtractive G-sets (Theorem 7.4 of HLS). 
Now let G’= Gal(&/F). We have then the following classification of 
idempotents in M(F). 
THEOREM 3.1. There are one-to-one correspondences among the 
follolving three sets. 
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(a) The set of idempotents in M(F). 
(b) The set of G(K/F)-isomorphism classes of the faithful, transitive, 
rooted, lower subtractive G(K/F)-sets for all (ikite) Galois extensions K/F. 
(c) The set of all finite, transitive, rooted, loroer subtractive e-sets. 
ProoJ: For the purposes of this proof a partially order G-set S will be 
called G-special if S is transitive, rooted and lower subtractive. 
We first establish the one-to-one correspondence between (a) and (b). Let 
K/F be a Galois extension with group G and let S be a faithful special G-set. 
with root sO. Let H be the stabilizer of s,. Let e: G x G + (0, 1 } g K be the 
function given by e(a, r) = 1 if and only if osO < orso. Then Theorem 7.4 of 
HLS shows that e is a cosickle with class in M’(G, K) and inertial subgroup 
H. In the other direction let E be an idempotent in M(F). Let (A, L, 4) E E. 
K c F5. Since E is idempotent the simple part of A is split over L. Let K be 
the normal closure of L in i? Then restKjF([A, L, $1) = 1 (see the remarks 
after Proposition 2.2). so E E M(K/F). Let G = Gal(K/F) and H = GL. 
There is a unique idempotent cosickle e E E and as described previously this 
gives a special G-set structure on G/H, with root H. Since K is the normal 
closure of L, the subgroup H contains no normal subgroup of G. Hence G/H 
is a faithful special G-set. It is now routine to check that these maps are 
inverse to each other and thus give a one-to-one correspondence between (a) 
and (b). 
We proceed to (b) and (c). Let S be a faithful special G-set, where G is 
the Galois group of the extension K/F. If T 2 K is a Galois extension of F 
then the induced G(T/F) action on S makes S a special G(T/F)-set. It 
follows that S is a special G-set, where the action is derived from 
G = gK G(T/F). 
riPGal. 
Conversely let S be a finite special G-set with root sO. Let H = stabilizer 
of s,. Then G/H is finite and if we let f? = ngEG gHg- ‘, then n is the 
maximal normal subgroup of G lying in S. The index of fi is finite and S is 
a special c/&et. By the maximality this action is faithful. Letting K = Fy 
we see that S is a faithful G(K/F)-set. Again it is straightforward to check 
that these two maps are inverses and thus (b) and (c) are in one-to-one 
correspondence. 1 
We now proceed to examine the groups M,(F). for E idempotent in M(F). 
There is a partial ordering on the set of idempotents of M(F). given by 
E, < Ez if E, E, = E,. The identity is the largest idempotent under this 
ordering. If E, ,< E, there is a group homomorphism E,>(F) + MFI(F) given 
by .Y+xE,. 
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If E is an idempotent and the associated extension of E is L, then L is the 
associated extension for each class in M,(F) and there is a group 
homomorphism M,(F) + B(L) given on the algebra level by (A, L, 4) + A/J. 
By the definition of strongly primary algebras the image of M,(F) under this 
homomorphism actually lies in B,(F), the subgroup of classes of central 
simple L-algebras that are normal over F. Combining the homomorphisms 
above we obtain B(F) = M,(F) + M,(F) + B,.(L). The composite is the usual 
restriction homomorphism. We see then that every central simple L-algebra 
coming by restriction from a central simple F-algebra appears as the simple 
part of the strongly primary algebra in some triple (A, L, 4) in M,(F). 
If K/F is Galois and H < G = Gal(K/F) then the function e,,: G X G + 
(0, 1 } c K given by e,(a, r) = 1 if and only if o E H or T E H is a cosickle. 
called the Waterhouse cosickle associated to the subgroup H of G, since it 
generalizes a construction in Waterhouse [7 1. If A,= B,.@ J is the crossed 
product algebra associated to a cosickle f such that [f] E MS,,(G, K) then 
clearly J* = 0. Also if e is any idempotent cosickle on G x G with inertial 
subgroup H then eH < e. We call an idempotent E in M(F) a Waterhouse 
idempotent if, whenever E lies in some M’(G, K), the idempotent cosickle on 
G x G lying in E is the Waterhouse cosickle for its inertial subgroup. (It is 
easily checked that if this condition holds for one Galois extension K for 
which E lies in M*(G(K/F), K). then it holds for all such Galois extensions.) 
The strongly primary algebras whose classes belong to M,(F) for some 
Waterhouse idempotent E are precisely those with radicals of square zero. 
If E is a Waterhouse idempotent and its associated extension L is Galois 
over F. then it follows from Theorem 10.6 of HLS that the homomorphism 
M,(F) --t B,.(L) is an isomorphism. 
Associated to each idempotent E in M(F) there is, by Theorem 3.1, a 
partially ordered set. This gives then a finite directed graph. Applying 
Theorem 3.5 of Haile [3], we see that if this graph is a tree and if the 
associated extension for E is L (no longer assumed normal) then the 
homorphism M,(F) + B,v(L) is injective. 
In the next section we will prove the following result, which encompasses 
the previous two results: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be an idempotent in M(F). Assume the graph of E 
is a tree. If L is the associated extension. then the homomorphism 
M,(F) --, B,%(L) is an isomorphism. 
Examples given in HLS show that the situation is much more complicated 
when the graph of E is not a tree. 
Let J(F) = ([A, L, @] E M(F) 1 the simple part of A is split over 4(L)}. a 
submonoid of M(F). We have J(F) = UEidem, J,(F). where J,(F) = J(F) n 
M,(F). By Theorem 3.2 if the graph of E is a tree, then J,(F) = (E). In any 
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case if [A, L, #] E J,(F) then rest,,@, L, @] = 1 (see the remarks after 
Proposition 2.2). Hence if E has associated extension L then 
J,(F) 5 M(L/F). In fact it is easy to see that J,(F) = ker(M,(F) +rest M(L)). 
If every normal L-algebra over F is restricted from F (which is true, for 
example, if L/F is a cyclic extension; see Eilenberg and MacLane [ 1 ]), then 
the simple part of any triple (A, L, 4) is restricted from F. In that case if E is 
an idempotent with associated extension L then it follows that M,(F) = 
4(B(F)) J,(F), where #: B(F) + M,(F) is the map discussed earlier. 
We proceed to give some examples: 
(1) F algebraically closed: In this case every strongly primary algebra 
must be central simple over F and hence split. Thus M(F) = 1. 
(2) F = R: We have M(R) = M(C/lR) z M’(G, C), G = Gal(C./lR). 
Then monoid M’(G, Cc) is computed in HLS. It is isomorphic to 
multiplicative submonoid (0, 1, -1 } of Z. The element 1 is the class of R 
itself, the element -1 is the class of the quaternions over R and the element 
0 is the class of Example 2 of Section 1 of this article. 
(3) F a finite field: In this case M(F) =J(F). This seems quite 
complicated. For some pieces JE(F), see HLS. 
(4) F a local field: In this case if L/F is finite separable then the map 
rest,,,: B(F) -+ B(L) is surjective. By the remarks above then M(F) = 
B(F)J(F). If E is an idempotent in M(F) with associated extension L then 
M,(F) = $(B(F))J,(F) and we have the split exact sequence 1 + J,(F) f7 
4(B(F)) + $(B(F)) + B(L) + 1. In particular if the graph of E is a tree, then 
M,(F) z B(L). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. 
In this section we prove Theorem 3.2. It will be a consequence of the 
following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let K/F be a Galois extension and let G = Gal(K/F). Let 
e be an idempotent cosickle on G x G and assume the graph of e is a tree. If 
H is the inertial subgroup of e, then the homomorphism Mz(G, K) -+ 
M:“(G, K) is an isomorphism, where eH is the Waterhouse idempotent for H. 
Proof: The injectivity of the homomorphism follows from Theorem 3.5 
of Haile [3]. It suffices then to show the map is surjective. The graph of e 
has as vertices the elements of G/H, with root H. As observed in the 
previous section the action of H on G/H preserves the partial ordering. Since 
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the graph is a tree there is a well defined notion of level for the vertices, the 
root being at level 0. 
We now construct a new graph with the same set of vertices in the 
following way: choose r E G such that rH is at the highest possible level. 
Remove the vertices fhrH ] h E H). from the top of the tree and put them at 
the level one position. The resulting graph gives a partial ordering on G/H 
with root H. We claim this partial ordering is lower subtractive: First 
observe that the action of H preserves this partial ordering. Now let u, /3 E G 
such that aH < PH. We may assume aH # /3H. If CY E H then lower subtrac- 
tivity follows from the fact that multiplication by u-’ preserves the ordering. 
In particular if PH = hrH for some h E H, then aH = H because hrH is at 
level one in this graph. so this case is done. Hence we have uH $ PH. 
/3 @ HrH. We want, given y E G, to show uH < yH < ,f?H if and only if 
a ‘yH < u ‘PH. But /I 6? HrH so these two pieces of the new graph are 
actually part of the old graph and lower subtractivity follows. 
Since this new ordering is lower subtractive we obtain a new idempotent 
cosickle t? in the usual way: F((u, p) = 1 iff aH < uj3H. Clearly P< e. We 
want to show M:(G, K) + MgG, K) is onto. If so then by repeating this 
construction enough times we eventually obtain the homomorphism 
Mz(G, K) -Mi,(G, K) is onto, where the graph of e’ has all vertices 
(except H) at level one. But this is the graph of the Waterhouse idempotent 
for H, so e’ = eH and we are done. 
So it suffices to show Mi(G, K) -+ MgG, K) is onto. Let g: G x G + K be 
a cosickle such that [g] E Mg(G, K). Hence g(a, r) = 0 iff P(a, r) = 0. We 
will show there is a cosickle f: G x G -+ K such that [f] E Mi(G, K) and 
fF=g. 
Before jumping into the details of the proof we give a description of the 
main idea: let oH be adjacent to rH in the graph of e. If there is to be a 
cosickle f as described above, it is not difficult to see that f is completely 
determined by its value at (a, C’S). However, f(a, a-‘r) cannot be chosen 
arbitrarily; one finds thatfh(u, a-‘r)/f(u, u-‘r) = a(h) for all h E H,, where 
H, and a: H, + K* are described below. Because it turns out that the map u 
is a one-cocycle, it follows that it is possible to choosef(u, u-‘r) so that the 
equations above hold. Having made that choice the rest of the proof is 
merely a check that the then determined function f is in fact a cosickle. 
We now proceed to the details of the proof. Let H, = (h E H) r-‘hr E H}. 
Choose u E G such that UH is adjacent to rH in the graph of e. Let 
a: H, + K” be defined by 
a(h) = 
g(h, u) g”(u-‘ho, up’s) g(r, r-‘hr) 
g(u, u-‘ho) gU(u-‘r, r-‘hr) g(h, r) ’ 
Since h E H, none of these terms vanishes, so the definition makes sense. 
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We claim a is a one-cocyle; that is, a(hk) = a(h) ah(k) for all h, k E H,. 
We have 
ah(k) = 
gh(k, o)gh”(o-‘ku, u-‘r)gh(r, r-‘kr) 
gh(a, a-‘ku)gh”(u-‘r, r-‘kr)gh(k, r)’ 
Since g is a cosickle we have the following relations: 
gh(k, 0) 0, ko) = 0, k) g@k a), 
gh(k 7) g(h, k4 = g(h, k) gW, r), 
ghu(u-1ku,u-1r)g”(u-1hu,u-1kr)=ga(u-1hu,u-1ku)g”(u-‘hku,u-1r), 
ghu(u-1r,r-1kr)gu(u-1hu,u-1kr)=g”(u-1hu,u-1r)gu(u-‘hr,r-1kr). 
Applying these we obtain 
ah(k) = 
a) g”(u-‘hku, u-‘7) 
dhk 5) 
4 g”(u-‘hu,u-‘ku)gh(r, r-‘kr)g(h, kr) g(h, ku)gh(u, u-‘ku)g”(u-‘ha, a-‘r)g”(u-‘hr, r-‘kr) 
Now consider the following relations: 
gU(u-‘ha, u-‘ku) g(u, a-‘hku) = g(u, a-‘ha) g(ha, a-‘ku), 
gh(u, a-‘ku)g(h, ku) =g(h, u)g(hu, a-‘ku), 
g”(r, 7 - ‘kr) g(h, kr) = g(h, r) g(hr, r - ‘kr). 
Applying these to the expression for ah(k) given above, we have 
a(h) ah(k) = 
g(hk, a) g”(u- ‘hku, u ‘7) 
g(u, u - ‘hku) g(hk, r) 
g(hr, r - ‘kr) 
gU(u-‘hr, r-‘kr)’ 
Finally we apply the following relations: 
g’(r-‘hr, r-‘kr)g(r, r-‘hkr)=g(r, r-‘hr)g(hr, r-‘kr), 
g=(r-‘hr, r-‘kr)g”(u-‘r, r-‘hkr) =g“(u-‘r, r-‘hr)g”(u-‘hr, r-‘kr). 
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Then 
a(h) ah(k) = 
g(hk, a) g”(a - ‘hku, CJ - ‘7) g(r, r - ‘hkz) 
g(a, a-‘hku) g”(u-‘7, r-'hkz) g(hk, r) 
= a(hk). 
This finishes the proof of the claim. 
By Hilbert’s Satz 90 we conclude there is an element /? in K” such that 
a(h) = /?“/p for all h E H,. Now define f: G x G + K as follows: 
f(X,Y> = 
gh(h - 'x, x - 'ha) g(h, 7) g(h7, 7 - 'h - 'x4') p" 
gyx-'hr, r-'h-'xy)gX(x-'ho, a-'r)g(h, h-lx) 
ifhEHand H$h-‘xH$h-‘xyH=rH 
= dXl Y> otherwise. 
Observe that gX(x-‘hr, r-‘h-‘xy) and g(h, h-lx) are non-zero because 
t- ‘h- ‘xy, h E H. Also since h ‘xH <, rH, we have xH <, hrH. Since UH is 
adjacent to rH, we see huH is adjacent to hrH. Since the graph of e is a tree, 
we have xH <, UH <, hTH. By lower subtractivity .x~ ‘uH <, .r- ‘hrH. But 
since x @G H, the vertex x-‘hrH is at a lower level in the tree than rH. Hence 
the inequality X-‘OH <,-x-‘hrH holds. Hence g-‘(x-‘ho, up’r) # 0 (recall 
g(a, b) # 0 iff P((a, 6) # 0 iff aH <,abH). Hence the denominator of our 
expression for f(x, y) does not vanish. 
From this point on we will assume H is normal in G. This simplifies some 
computations yet retains the essential difficulties. In particular under this 
assumption the expression for f(x, y) will be clearly well-defined, whereas the 
expression for f(x, y) given above seems to depend on which h E H with the 
property h ‘xy = rH is chosen. If the reader makes the computations 
necessary to show this well-definedness and the cosickle condition in the 
general case he will see that they are similar to the ones we have made and 
will make. If H is normal in G, then H, = H. We let h = 1 in our expression 
for f(x, y), so the definition is 
f (-6 4’) = g(x,x-‘u)g(r, r-‘XY)P 
gx(X-'r,7-'Xy)g"(X-'u,u-'7) 
if H 2 xH 4 xyH = rH 
e e 
= & Y 1 otherwise. 
Observe that in particular f(u, C’S) = p. We first show f(x, y) = 0 if and 
only if e(x, y) = 0: First assume H &xH <, xyH = rH. In this case 
e(x, y) # 0. Since UH is adjacent to 7H and the graph is a tree, xH <, uH. 
Hence xH &OH, so g(x, xp ‘a) # 0. Also r -‘xy E H, so g(r, r ‘xy) # 0. 
Thus f(x, y) # 0. 
If the string of inequalities above does not hold, thenf(x, y) = g(x, y) and 
e(x, y) = c?(x, y). But then f(x, y) = 0 iff e(x, y) = 0 as desired. 
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If f is a cosickle, then the argument above shows [f] E M:(G, K). In 
addition it is easy to see that&?= g. Hence it suff’ces to showfis a cosickle. 
We need to showf”(b, c)f(a, bc) =f(u, b)f(ab, c) for all a, b, c E G. Since 
f(x, ~7) = 0 iff e(,u, 4’) = 0 it follows that if one side of the equation vanishes, 
then so does the other. Hence we may assume that all terms are non-zero. 
The verification of the cosickle condition is the same as the verification that 
the associated crossed product algebra A,= BoaG Kx, is associative. That is 
we need to show x,(x~x,) = (x,x,)x, and we may assume both sides are 
non-zero. If at least two of the elements (a, b, c) lie in H then the result 
follows from the fact that g is a cosickle. Hence we may assume at most one 
element of H lies in {a, 6, c). 
Suppose exactly one element of {a, b, c) lies in H. The computations in the 
three cases are similar. We will assume a = h E H. We want x,,(x~x,) = 
(-oh%) xc* Since both sides are assumed non-zero, we have bH <, bcH. If 
bc & rH, then the condition results immediately from the fact that g is a 
cosickle. If bH = bcH then c E H and again the condition follows because g 
is a cosickle. Hence we may assume bc = rk for some k E H and bH & bc$. 
Thus c = b-Irk and the condition we need to check isfh(b, b-‘rk)f(h, rk) = 
f(h, b)f(hb, b-Irk). But f(h, rk) = g(h, rk) and f(h, b) = g(h, b), so we want 
f h(b, b - ‘rk) g(h, rk) = g(h, b) f (hb, b - Irk). 
Now 
fh(b, b-Irk) = 
gh(b, b.- ‘0) gh(r, k) P” 
ghb(b - ‘5, k) gh”(b - ‘u, u - ‘5)’ 
To this expression we apply the following cosickle relations. 
gh(b, b - ‘u) g(h, a) = g(h. b) g(hb, b ‘a) 
gh(r, k) g(h, rk) = 0, 7) g(k k), 
ghb(b-‘a, u-‘h-lo) g(hb, bp’h-‘a) = g(hb, bp’u)g(hu, a-‘h -‘u), 
gh”(u-‘h-‘u,u-‘r)ghb(b-‘u,u-‘h-l,) 
=ghb(b-‘u,u-‘h-‘u)ghb(b-‘h-‘u,u-’7). 
Each of these terms is non-zero. Applying them we obtain 
f h(b, b-Irk) g$ 
7 
6”: 
= (g$hy;h ) ( g(hbv b-‘h-‘0) 
ghb(b-‘h-la, u-‘7) 
) 
gh”(u - ‘h - $7, u - ‘7) ghb(b - ‘u, u - ‘h - ‘r) g(hr, k) 
g(hu,u-‘h-‘u)ghb(b-‘r, k)ghb(b-‘u,u-‘r) * 
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Next we apply the following relations: 
gh~(a-‘h-‘a,u-‘7)g”(u-‘ha,a~‘h-‘7)=g”(u-’hu,u-’h-‘u), 
g”(u-‘hu,u-‘h-‘u)=g(u,u-‘hu)g(hu,u-’h-lo), 
gh”(u-‘h-‘s. T-‘hsk)gh*(b-‘u, u-Irk) 
=ghb(b-'u,u-'h-'7)gh*(b-'h-'r,7-'h7k), 
gh”(u~‘r,k)gh*(b-‘u,u-‘7k)=gh*(b-’u,u-’s)gh*(b-‘5.k). 
Again all terms are nonzero and we obtain 
4 
g(hb, b-‘Pa) 
gh*(b-‘h-‘u,u-‘T)gh*(b-‘h-‘5, s-‘hsk) 1 
ghO(u- ‘h  '7, 7 - 'hsk) g(h7, k) 
g"(u-'ha, a-'h-'7)gh0(u-'7, k)' 
Finally we apply the following relations: 
g'(7-'h7.~)gh~(u-'h-'7,7~'hsk)=gh~(u~'h~'7,7-'h7)gh"(u-'7,k), 
g'(r-'hr, k)g(r, 7-l hrk) = g(7, 7 ‘At) g(hr, k), 
gh"(u~'~~'7,7-'h7)g~(u-'hu,u~'7)=g"(u-'hu,u-'h-'r)g"(u-'s,7-'h7). 
This results in the following: 
fh(b,b-‘rk) ;;;65’ = ( 
g(h, 5) g(u, u 'hi?) g"(0 '5. 7 - 'hr) p" 
3 g(h, a) g"(u-'ha, a-'?) g(r, r-'As) 1 




=f(hb, b - 'r/k). 
as desired. Finally we consider the case where no element of (a, b, c) lies in 
H. Since neither side of x,(xbx,.) L (x,xb)x, vanishes, we have 
aH <, abH <, abcH and so bH Gr bcH. We may assume abcH = rH and 
since no element of {a, b, c) lies in H, we actually have aH & abH 2, 
abcH = rH, so in particular abH <,uH. Hence f”(b, c) = g”(b, c) and 
f(a. b) = g(a, b). We need to show g’(b, c)f(a, bc) = g(a, b)f(ab, c). 
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We have 
f(ab, ‘c) = 
g(ab, b - ‘u ‘a) g(r, 5 ‘ubc) p 
gab(b-‘u-‘r, 7-'abc)g"b(b-'u-'a, a-'t)' 
Apply the following relations: 
g=b(b-‘a-‘T, 5-‘abc)g”(b, c) =g”(b, b-‘a-‘s)g”(u-‘5, r-‘ubc), 
gob(b-‘u-‘a. a-'s)g"(b, b-‘u-5) =g”(b, b-‘a-‘u)g”(u-‘a, u-5). 
These terms are all nonzero, so we obtain 
But 
Hence 
x g(ub, b - ‘u ‘a) 
g”(b, b-‘a-‘a)’ 
g”(b, b ‘u - ‘a) g(u. a ‘a) = g(u, b) g(ub, b ‘u ‘a). 
g(a, a - ‘u) g(s, r - ‘ubc) ,8 
f(ub’ ‘)= 0) g”(u-‘t, r-‘abc)g”(a-‘u,u-‘s) 
= gBf(a, bc) 
3 
as desired. I 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. This is now complete except to observe that the 
proof of Theorem 10.6 of HLS actually shows that even in the merely 
separable case the map MzH(G, K) -+ Hi(ff, K) is an isomorphism, where 
Hi(H, K) means the classes of normal algebras over F. 1 
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